
“REVIEWS” 
“Exceptional vocal control and majestic acting held the audience rapt with 
his every gesture and movement – a masterclass in stage performance” M 
Duggan Irish Times 

“The best rendition EVER of the classic “Danny Boy” by Irish tenor Morgan 
Crowley”        
Connie Kupchunos, Observer (for The Irish & How They… New York)  
 
“Rapturous applause and loud cheers as charmer Morgan Crowley greeted 
the glowing audience”            
Broadway.com  

 “… prissy butler Baxter (Morgan Crowley) combines powers of drama, 
invention and imagination in an excellent performance” 
 Irish Times (for Case of The Frightened Lady) 

"A CV most performers would give their eye teeth for - I have never read 
more impressive credits in all my life! A fascinating man, a gentle soul"     
Gerry Kelly BBC  

“faultless performance by Morgan Crowley who brings humour and grace 
to Bob Cratchit”           
Scott Begbie Evening Express (for Scrooge, London) 

“Morgan Crowley’s excellent Bob Cratchit... the audience erupted”       
Arts Review by Roddy Phillips  

“stand-out performance from Morgan Crowley as Bob Cratchit”        
Helen Ward, Western Mail   

“Morgan Crowley’s PERFECT Bob Cratchit has great warmth and humour”        
Simon Farrington, South Wales Echo  

“In a muscular performance by the RTE Concert Orchestra, Morgan 
Crowley provided the evening's abiding impression in a nifty counterpoint of 
scat singing and the most persuasive piece on the programme, a lilting 
treatment of a Michael Hartnett poem.” 
Irish Times (for Bill Whelan Gala National Concert Hall) 

"The Highlight of the show was the performance of 'Bring Him Home' by 
Morgan Crowley, who sang with the purest tenor voice one could wish to 
hear. His sustained final top note is so staggering that applause seemed 
inadequate..."    
Wilhelm Grutter, Die Zeit 

"...proved that not only rock stars have sex-appeal... can truly make an 
audience swoon. He flaunts his sense of humour and talent, then bursts 
into song with an angelic voice. A highly professional and polished 
performance."    
Erna Dietrich, Argus 

"Morgan Crowley has outstanding talent - a singer of great beauty and 
communicative & technical skill, astounding charisma, impeccable comic 
timing, intense dramatic flair… and a great dancer"     
 Liz Keating, The Times  

"Highlights of Simon Callow's production include, most notably, Morgan 
Crowley’s floating counter- tenor voice and hugely versatile acting 
ability..."   
David Benedict, The Independent  



"Morgan Crowley sang the music with clear timbre, pure tuning and a supple 
balance... made up an evening entertaining, unusual and finally moving.”  
Classical review, The Observer  

"This substantial comedy featured Morgan Crowley in the title role as the 
rueful and charming waiter, who gave a particular deft, witty 
performance." 
Andrew Porter, Observer  

"Characters played by Morgan Crowley with quick-change virtuosity and 
movements as subtly expressive as the impeccably timed vocal lines, sung 
with their own legato, staccato and rubato."  
Brian Hunt, Daily Telegraph  

"This engaging Dublin-born American is vocally rare being with a heaven-
sent voice which is raising eyebrows with his pure and high notes 
throughout his run at the theatre... Morgan Crowley certainly has a lot to 
sing about." 
Fiona Chisholm, The Times  

Testimonials 
"the most amazing voice, I was truly moved" 

Princess Diana 

"this guy is multi-talented, off the scale, phenomenal!!!" 
David Hasselhoff 

"he has a very special gift as a performer" 
Colm Wilkinson 

"i could listen to him sing for days on end!" 
Goldie Hawn 

"this guy would blend perfectly with Celine Dion" 
her producer, David Foster 

"beautiful voice, and so much talent beyond that" 
Brian May (Queen) 

"i forgot to breathe, I was just in awe!" 
Jennifer Ellison (“Phantom of the Opera”) 

"a truly beautiful voice & a fine musician, great instincts" 
Nicholas Harnoncourt (Zurich Opera) 

"he totally lit up the stage when he walked on!" 
Patti Lupone 

“These songs are a perfect collection of compositions…” 
BBC 

“This young man is a veritable wonder of experience & talent” 
Sir Terry Wogan 

“A sensitive interpreter of songs & a skilled songwriter” 
Grammy-winner Bill Whelan 

“A most intelligent musician, skilled in every discipline of the arts” Colin 
Mawby, Composer 

“Mr. Crowley’s masterclasses were a massive asset to students” 
NYU 



“Mr. Crowley has been a revelation to a new generation through his 
energetic and insightful masterclasses” 

University of St. Gallen 


